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Abstract. Traffic localization and broadcast containment is among the main objective of VLANs
implementation. To maximize this objective, an efficient VLAN topology should be designed that
maximizes traffic within and minimizes traffic flows between VLANs. In this paper we use strong
component technique with statistically calculated traffic threshold to identify nodes grouping in
the LAN. Such information helps network administrator in deciding an efficient VLAN topology
for the LAN. Our experimental results show that only Mean, 5%Trimmed Mean and DWM as
a measures for traffic threshold works well with strong component technique with the observation that no single measure is best suited for all types of network scenarios. A tradeoff between
time and performance is achieved by applying the three measures simultaneously and using the
best result found that costs slight more execution time of the order of milliseconds. The comparison results of the proposed approach with existing VLAN partitioning algorithms confirm its
usefulness.
Keywords: VLANs, partitioning, strong components, central tendency, cloud energy conservation

1

Introduction

VLAN technology is used for years in LANs to logically segment the LAN and to divide
a large network into more manageable units. These units called Virtual LANs (VLANs)
are group of nodes identifiers like MAC addresses, IP address or user specific names
(IEEEStandard, 2011). VLANs are used for separating hosts from others, for instance
for security purposes, Quality of Service(QoS), creating small manageable segments for
improving overall performance, profiling applications like VoIP call recording, etc. The
explicit separation is defined by some organizational policy. This separation between
devices is logical and provided by the participating network switches through maintaining different forwarding tables for each VLAN. This logical separation allow VLAN
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members to resides in different physical locations of the network while still considered
part of the same group.
Network switches are configured by the operators to maintain information about
node’s or user’s mapping into VLANs. The VLAN topology is only known to the participating network switches. User devices are unaware of the VLAN implementation in
the network. A user device transmit a normal Ethernet frame which is tagged with the
VLAN identifier of the source device by the first network switch that receive the frame.
This information (VLAN ID ) is extracted from the mapping table stored in the switch
which map MAC address to VLAN IDs. The forwarding logic of the switch then define
to which port the frame should be forwarded. A broadcast frame is forwarded to all
those ports where some of the VLAN members are residing . If a frame is addressed
for a device in another VLAN, it is passed towards a router where it is routed to the
destination VLAN in the same manner as a network layer packet is routed towards the
destination network. Though there may be many applications of VLANs that need to
consider many different objectives but in this study we restrict to only one objective, that
is, minimizing inter-VLAN or maximizing intra-VLAN traffic. There are some situations that just require such an application of VLANs. For instance, a large crowded software games exhibition where visitors are allowed to play different network games, each
game’s group produce large amount of network traffic. In such a case, the only objective
is to optimize the gaming experience by putting users of each game in the same VLAN.
The result is that maximum network traffic of each game’s group remains within the
VLAN and there is minimum traffic exchanged between VLANs. An inefficient VLAN
topology will results in large amount of traffic generated in one VLAN that are destined
for devices in another VLAN. This causes increased overhead on the router. In case
of large broadcast traffic, for example in broadcast storm (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2010),
more than one VLANs are affected. For efficient broadcast containment, an efficient
VLAN topology should be configured in the network. An efficient VLAN topology is
one where nodes exchanging large amount of traffic are placed in the same VLAN. In
other words, most of the network traffic is contained in the logical VLAN units and
very small amount of traffic passes through the router. For an ideal case, the network
nodes must be partitioned in a way where all traffic generated in a VLAN is contained
in it causing zero inter-VLAN traffic.
Consider a directed graph G = (V, E) with vertex set V and directed edge set
E. A directed graph in which each vertex has a directed path to every other vertex is
called strongly connected graph (Dehmer and Emmert-Streib, 2014; Bollobas, 2013).
Strongly connected components of a graph G are its sub graphs that are strongly connected. In every sub graph or strong component, each vertex has a directed path to
every other vertex of the sub graph. Let us build a graph of network nodes such that
node i exchanging a certain amount of traffic with node j are connected with a directed
edge. In such a graph, group of nodes exchanging much of their traffic together will
appear in the same strong component. Such strong components are good candidates
for separate VLANs when the main objective of VLANs implementation is traffic localization or broadcast containment. Strong component techniques has been used in
the research for various problems. In fact strong component technique could be used
for any problem that can be represented by a graph. A number of algorithms exists
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in the literature to find strongly connected components of a graph including the Tarjan’s algorithm (Tarjan, R., 1992) and the path based depth first searching techniques
(Gabow, 2000). In this paper we used the Tarjan’s algorithm for finding strong components of the graph because of its linear time complexity and the easy availability of its
implementation code. The complexity of Tarjan’s algorithm is O(|V |, |E|) where V is
the set of vertices and E is the set of edges of the graph. Tarjan’s algorithm uses the
depth first search to explore the set of nodes which are not visited yet and placed them
on a stack. The search process form sub trees of the search tree each having its own root
node. The root node is the first visited node of the sub tree during the depth first search.
When the search return to the root node during the recursion, the root together with its
children on the stack are pop out and reported as a strongly connected component.
For VLAN partitioning, strong component technique has been used (discussed in
section 2) but with a poor measure for traffic threshold. Traffic threshold is the value
on the basis of which it is decided whether to create a directed edge from node i to
j in the graph representing node’s association according to the traffic matrix. If traffic
from i to j is greater than or equal to the traffic threshold value, a directed edge from i
to j is created. A value of 1, as used in the literature, is not a good measure for traffic
threshold. With a value of 1 for traffic threshold, we are often unable to decompose a
given graph into multiple strong components aiming for efficient segmentation of the
LAN. The reason is explained in section 2. In order to provide graph representation of
association of network nodes, we need a measure that is a good estimate of correlation
of nodes association. So we use statistical measures for calculating traffic threshold
rather than using a static value for every traffic matrix. For finding a best measure for
traffic threshold, we compare classical statistical measures of Mean, Mode, Median
together with other three robust measures for central tendency i.e. 20% Trimmed Mean,
5% Trimmed Mean and Distance-weighted Mean (DWM). The latter three measures
are preferred by a recent study (Dodonov, Y. S. and Dodonova, 2011) for finding central
tendency in data in the presence of outliers. According to our findings only Mean, 5%
Trimmed Mean and DWM as measures for traffic threshold works well with strong
component technique for finding efficient VLAN topology. It is also found that no single
measure is best suited for all types of network scenarios. So a tradeoff between time and
performance is achieved by applying the three measures simultaneously and using the
best result found.
The motivation for this research work is to know and exploit node’s grouping for
Virtual LAN design. The solution is intended to help network administrator in designing a good VLAN topology for the purpose of traffic localization and broadcast containment. Currently it is assumed that prior to VLAN implementation, the network administrator is able to collect traffic statistics. The administrator then apply the proposed
technique on the offline traffic statistics on a stand alone computer. With the help of
proposed solution, he/she get an idea of nodes grouping in the LAN. Such grouping
can be exploited to design a good VLAN structure that provide better traffic localization and broadcast containment. The administrator has the choice of changing the
proposed VLAN topology incase of any conflict with organizational policy and implement the topology manually. Parameters like IP addressing, trunk ports, VLAN tagging etc, is decided after the revised topology. Another important application lies in
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datacenter virtualization and cloud computing environments. Some of these platforms
implement isolation among tenants through layer-2 VLANs (Sherwood et al., 2010;
Drutskoy et al., 2013; Mudigonda et al., 2011; Hao, F. et al., 2010; Wood et al., 2009).
An important consideration of the datacenters is to minimize energy consumption
(Orgerie et al., 2014). In datacenters, major (70%) energy consumption is attributed to
servers and cooling requirements and minor (30%) to network infrastructure. Only the
infrastructure energy consumption sum for 3 billion kWh in 2006 (Nunes et al., 2014).
Elastictree (Heller, B. et al., 2010) and HoneyGuide (Shirayanagi et al., 2012) are two
well known proposal for lowering energy consumption in datacenter and clouds. ElasticTree finds minimal network subset that can handle the current traffic load and shutdown the network devices that are not needed. HoneyGuide on the hand addresses
servers energy utalization by moving virtual machines from underutalized servers and
shutdown them. The proposed technique could also be used by such energy conservation mechanisms, for example, to identify VMs which communicate mostly with each
others and that are spread across datacenter. Thus migrating these VMs groups into
closer physical machines and turning off the free servers will enhance the energy conservation. With a slight modification to identify switches that are part of the traffic flows
between a pair of VMs, the unnecessary switches can also be turned off.
The contribution of this paper are three fold. First we find that statistical measures
should be used for selecting the traffic threshold instead of using a static value while
generating adjacency matrix from traffic matrix. Second the best statistical measures for
approximating correlation in traffic matrix are Mean, 5%Trimmed Mean and DWM.
Third for strong component technique, no single measure for traffic threshold is best
suited for each and every type of network scenarios and a tradeoff between time and
performance should be used.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief discussion
of state of the art algorithms for VLAN partitioning. Section 3 present a mathematical
model for reducing graph partitioning into VLAN partitioning. In Section 4 we compare
different measures for traffic threshold selection. Section 5 discuss the comparison of
proposed techniques with existing state of the art algorithms. In section 6 we conclude
the paper.

2

Related Work

VLANs optimization has been studied as a part of the whole network optimization in
(Sun et al., 2011, 2010; Sung et al., 2008). These are mathematical cost models built
through the interaction with network operators. The cost models are optimized to get
an optimized plan for VLANs deployment. The problem with these approaches is the
interaction required to build the cost model which is time consuming and less efficient for traffic localization. Moreover these solutions are not specific for VLAN membership optimization. CSS-VM (Li, F. et al., 2013) also used a modified form of cost
model given in (2010) to further divide a VLAN into sub VLANs. It requires the current VLAN configuration for further partitioning and also needs operator’s interaction
for building the initial cost model. Since we are finding a good VLAN membership for
ordinary network nodes, to do better broadcast containment and traffic localization, we
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need traffic statistics of each of such node. Without traffic information we would need
sufficient operator assistance to identify pair of nodes that are expected to exchange
large amount of information. Such a technique is not scalable for large networks and
also inefficient for today’s dynamic networks. So in this research work we are considering only those heuristics approaches where traffic information of network nodes are
used to identify their VLAN membership.
A recent research work (Hameed and Adnan, 2012) presents an algorithm for the
problem in consideration. The algorithm is called Set-based algorithm (called SSAlgo
in this text) that uses set or array processing of traffic matrix to find VLANs membership
for each node. The algorithm is exhaustive and is not based on well known optimization
or searching techniques.
The authors in (Esposito et al., 2004) discuss a heuristic which is based on tree processing. The algorithm build a graph of the network nodes and then remove cycles to
represent it in the form of a tree. The largest non-repeating leaves of the tree are selected and used as candidate VLANs. Problem with this approach is that a node may
be present in more than one leaves or VLANs. When such a topology is implemented
in the real network, traffic to and from such a node must be forwarded to all respective VLANs, which limit the benefit of VLAN traffic localization. We call this a group
collision and should always be avoided to get a good VLAN topology.
Sean Rooney (Rooney et al., 1999) provide a greedy heuristic approach for solving
the problem in consideration. His algorithm merge a node or pair of nodes with another
pair if the grouping maximizes the total traffic of the group. Groups are extended by
the merging process subjected to a size constraint. When no nodes or groups are left to
be merged, each group is used as a separate VLAN. Sean Rooney algorithm also suffer
from the group collision with another problem caused by the group size constraint. A
node might not get into its optimum set because the group has reached its maximum
size. Such non-optimum placement of nodes increases inter-VLAN traffic.
Peltseverger (Peltsverger and McKenney, 2008) also uses the strong component technique from graph literature to find a good VLAN topology for a set of network nodes.
Each strong component of the graph is used as a candidate VLAN. The algorithm first
create a boolean matrix called the adjacency matrix from traffic matrix using the threshold value equal to 1. With this threshold, any value greater than 0 in traffic matrix causes
Peltserverger’s technique to place a 1 in the adjacency matrix. A value of 1 of adjacency
matrix means an edge in the graph created from the same matrix. With this practice, in
most cases, each vertex will have a path to every other vertex of the graph. This turned
the whole graph into a single strong component. With a single strong component in the
graph, all nodes are part of the same VLAN just like in case of no VLAN configuration
where all nodes are considered as members of the default VLAN and part of the single
broadcast domain. So the algorithm often failed to identify a good VLAN membership
for each node.
Our proposed technique for VLAN partitioning is similar to that of Peltseverger’s
in that it finds strongly connected components of the graph constructed from the traffic matrix. The advantage of our approach lies in the identification and use of a good
value for traffic threshold while calculating the adjacency matrix. Rather than using a
static value for traffic threshold, we identify and use a value that is a good estimate of
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correlation in the traffic matrix. This correlation is identified through the use of statistical measures. With a statistically identified traffic threshold, adjacency matrix and the
resultant graph shows a good association among nodes exchanging comparatively large
amount of traffic. In order to cope with each and every type of network environment, we
use best of the three results. These results are calculated by the application of three chosen statistical measures for the same traffic matrix. Additionally the proposed technique
uses the well-known linear time Tarjan’s algorithm for computing strongly connected
component of the graph.

3

Turning graph partitioning into VLAN partitioning

In graph partitioning a graph is divided into sub components each having certain properties. The total possible number of partitions for n nodes and arbitrary k partition size
is called the Bell number (Erickson, 2013; Mezo, I., 2011) and is calculated by the Bell
formula in Eq 1.
Bn+1

n  
X
n
=
Bk
k

(1)

k=0

Graph partitioning has application in various fields like VLSI design, network design, routing, resource scheduling, data clustering etc. In this section we discuss how to
use graph partitioning to partition a network of nodes into appropriate VLANs.
Let us have n nodes for which VLAN membership has to be found on basis of
their traffic statistics gathered from their network activities. Traffic information is in the
form of n × n matrix called the traffic matrix T . Each value ti,j of matrix T is the total
amount of traffic from node i to node j. Lets we have a value called traffic threshold θ
used to construct a n × n boolean matrix called the adjacency matrix A from matrix T .
Each value ai,j of A is 1 if the corresponding ti,j value of T is equal to or greater than
the θ otherwise ai,j is 0, i.e.
(
ai,j =

1,
0,

if ti,j ≥ θ
otherwise

(2)

To represent association between n network nodes, we have a graph G = (V, E)
with vertex set V containing nodes IDs of n nodes. The edge set E of G contains pairs
of node IDs representing association between nodes. Each pair eu,v represents an edge
from node u to node v. These pairs are calculated from matrix A such that, for each
value ai,j = 1 in A there exists a pair ei,j in E i.e.
ei,j ∈ E if f ai,j = 1

(3)

Now the objective of is to find group of nodes exchanging much of their traffic
together represented by strongly connected components of G. In other words, the objective is to partition the vertex set V of G into subset (g1 , g2 ....gm ⊂ G) such that each
vertex in subset gi has a path to every other vertex of the subset. Finally we use each
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Algorithm 1: SC VLAN partitioning Algorithm
Input: Traffic Matrix T
Output: VLAN Topology
1 begin
2
Calculate traffic threshold θ from matrix T
3

Loop through the rows and columns of matrix T and A such that:

4

if T[row][column] ≥ θ then

5

A[row][column] = 1

6
7
8

else

9

A[row][column] = 0
end
end

10

Loop through the rows and columns of matrix A and do V.addVertex(row) on each new row occurrence only.
On each column,

11

if A[row][column] == 1 then

12
13

end

14

Find strongly connected components of G (V,E)

E.addEdge(row,column)

15
Use each strong component as a separate VLAN.
16 end

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Fig. 1. Example Network
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(a) Traffic Matrix

(b) Adjacency Matix
Fig. 2. Matrix conversion
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Fig. 3. Graph with strongly connected component
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Fig. 4. Network with proposed VLAN topology
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of the subset or strong component as a candidate for separate VLAN. This process is
shown step by step in algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 is a simple sequential steps of procedure for finding a good VLAN
topology using strong component technique. In the first step (line 2) of the algorithm,
we calculate the threshold value θ from traffic matrix T . Next (line 4-9) we calculate
adjacency matrix A from T using the value θ according to equation 2. In step three
(line 10-13) of the algorithm, we generate the graph G from boolean matrix A. In step
four (line 14) we decompose the graph G into subgraphs such that each subgraph is a
strongly connected component of G using the well-known Tarjan’s algorithm. Finally
we use each strong component founds in step four of the algorithm as a separate VLAN.
As discussed earlier and also explained in section 4 we adopt best of the three strategy.
We apply three different statistical measures for calculating traffic threshold to cope
with different types of network scenarios. So in this way to get a final solution for the
input traffic matrix, Algorithm 1 is executed thrice each time with a different threshold value calculated by one of the three measures. Finally, the best result (in terms of
maximum intra-VLAN traffic or minimum inter-VLAN traffic) among the three is used.
The proposed algorithm is explained with the help of an example for finding VLAN
membership (VLAN topology) for a 9 nodes network shown in figure 1. Similar color
nodes are present in the same physical premises of the organization. Traffic matrix
T for the network is shown in figure 2(a). For this example the threshold value θ is
calculated as the mean of traffic matrix which is 14027 in this case. Adjacency matrix
A on basis of the calculated θ value is shown in figure 2(b) where cells with value of
10 s are highlighted. These 10 s shows association among the network nodes. The graph
G for the corresponding adjacency matrix A (adjacency matrix in figure 2(b)) is shown
in figure 3. Nodes of G which are in the same strong component are colored with the
same color. As shown by figure 3, node 6 has a directed edge to node 8 but they are not
in the same strong component because all nodes of yellow strong component does not
have a directed path to the blue strong component nodes. The resultant VLAN topology
is implemented in the network shown by figure 4 where VLAN members are colored
with the same color.

4

Selection of measure for traffic threshold

Data with graphs could be represented in a number of ways including the adjacency
or boolean matrix method. Using adjacency matrix method for constructing a graph
representation of a network for a given traffic matrix, we need a value used to represent
association among nodes. This value is called traffic threshold. Any value greater than
1 is not a good measure as discussed in previous section. We need a measure that is a
good estimate of nodes correlation for the current traffic matrix. If we draw all values
of the traffic matrix on a plane then a good measure for nodes correlation is a point that
is a good representation of all values on the plane. This is equivalent to finding central
tendency in the traffic matrix (Weisburd and Britt, 2014; Sinova et al., 2014). A number
of statistical measures are used for finding central tendency in a distribution including
the Mean, Mode, Median Distance-Weighted Mean etc.
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Commonly used measures

Mean, Median and Mode are three commonly used measures of central tendency. The
mean value for a collection x1 , x2 ....xn is given by Eq 4.
Pn
xi
M ean = i=1
(4)
n
Mean is used more frequently for finding central tendency in the collection but is not
best for unsymmetrical data. The reason is that, in mean larger values of the distribution
have more influence on the mean value than the smaller ones. The best measure for our
problem is one that selects a point with more neighboring points in its surrounding in
the plane.
Median represents the middle item of a sorted collection of values i.e. it divide the
collection into a lower half and higher half. When the number of values of the collection
is odd then median is just the middle item i.e. (n + 1)/2th item. For an even number
list, median is the average of the two middle values of the order list. Mode of a list
represents the value the appears mostly in the list.
4.2

The Trimmed Mean

Trimmed mean is more robust than the simple mean and is less sensitive to outliers in
the dataset (Wilcox, 2012). All trimming measures of central tendency are inspired from
the idea that removing outliers from the dataset and further averaging the remaining
values will provide more stable estimate of central tendency. To calculate k% trimmed
mean for a collection, the data is sorted and the highest k% and the lowest k% values
from the list are removed. Mean is then calculated on the remaining values. Different
percent of trimming from 10% to 25% are proposed by researchers depending on the
type of data analysis.
4.3

The Distance-Weighted Mean

Distance-Weighted Mean (DWM) or Distance-Weighted Estimator (DWE) is similar to
simple mean but unlike the mean, each data point does not contribute equally to mean
value. In this measure of central tendency, each point is assigned a weight such that
points that are closer to other points carry higher weights than points which are away
or isolated from others. Thus central point of the observation have more influence on
the mean value. The weight wi for data point xi is calculated as the inverse of mean
distance between point xi and other data points of the distribution, i.e.
n−1
j=1 |xi − xj |

(5)

Pn
(w · x )
i=1
Pn i i
i=1 wi

(6)

wi = Pn
The DWM is then calculated as
DW M =
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DWM is a stable measure of central tendency in the presence of outlier data and
is preferred for speedy task (Dodonov, Y. S. and Dodonova, 2011). Other advantage of
DWM includes easy calculation and consideration of all data points. Additional advantage of DWM over trimming is that it does not require the deletion of certain data which
is more important in analysis when no points could be identified as outliers.
4.4

Metrics for evaluation

To evaluate which of the central tendency measure is best suited for our problem, the
proposed technique is tested with each of the measures for central tendency described
in this section. As mentioned earlier that the objective of finding an efficient VLAN
topology is to arrange nodes of the network into VLANs in such a way that maximizes
traffic within the VLANs called intra-VLAN traffic. This also implies minimizing traffic
going outside of the VLANs called the inter-VLAN traffic. A good measure of central
tendency when used with strong component should result in a high intra-VLAN traffic
or low inter-VLAN traffic. To compare the results, let assume the fraction of total traffic
contained within the VLAN boundaries as the percent intra-VLAN traffic %α. This is
calculated as α
Γ × 100 where the symbol Γ represent the total traffic. Similarly %β
represents the fraction of traffic exchanged with other VLANs i.e., percent inter-VLAN
traffic given by Γβ × 100. A theoretical optimal solution for this problem is a solution
where all traffic generated in the LAN is contained in the source VLANs only leading
to %α = 100. So the optimal bounds for %α is 100. This means that zero traffic is
exchanged between VLANs causing %β = 0. So for %β, the optimal bound is 0. Any
of the two bounds i.e. %α = 100 or %β = 0 could be used to favor some solutions over
others. Given a traffic matrix, a topology is favored over another on the basis of how
much its %α or %β values are closer to their respective optimal bounds. For example
topology 1 with %α = 90 is better than topology 2 with %α = 80.
It is important to note that the number of groups (strong components) produced by
the proposed technique depends on the threshold value and also on the implicit grouping
that already exists among nodes. The traffic threshold identifies which value in traffic
matrix will result in an edge in the graph. A valid solution for a given traffic matrix
and threshold, confirms to two constraints. The first constraint is that the total number
of groups in the solution should be in the range 2...(n − 1),where n is the number of
vertices in the graph i.e.
C1 : nGroups ∈ {2...(n − 1)} | n = vertices in graph

(7)

With constraint C1, a solution is invalid if it has a single group or a separate group
for each node. The second constraint is that the number of nodes per group is in the
range 1...(n − 1) i.e.
C2 : nodes per Group ∈ {1...(n − 1)} | n = vertices in graph

(8)

C2 makes sure that a valid solution does not include any empty group or null strong
component. An invalid solution, on the other hand, indicates that the algorithm failed
to decompose the graph. For such solution worst values are assumed i.e. 0 and 100 for
%α and %β respectively. For instance considering the traffic matrix of Internet cafe
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that have a single gateway, the algorithm will result in a single strong component and
thus a single VLAN will be generated. Since the solution does not confirm to the two
stated constraints i.e. C1 and C2, it is invalid. In this case the administrator can choose
to either keep or discard the solution.
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Fig. 5. Central tendency measure comparison

4.5

Comparison of central tendency measures

The experimentation detail for comparison of the discussed measures of central tendency is as follows. All measures are tested 50 times each constitute a run. In each run
of the simulation, a network with random number of nodes is created. To simulate a
complete randomized network activity of nodes, a traffic matrix with all random values is created in each run. Thus each of the experimentation run simulate a different
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network scenario. In each run, the strong component technique is used with various
measures (mean, mode, median, 20%TM,5%TM and DWM) for central tendency and
%α and %β values are calculated for each of the measure. The result of the experimentation is plotted in figure 5 where %α and %β are drawn on the scale between 0 and
100 on y-axis.
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Fig. 6. Three selected measures comparison

In figure 5(a), x-axis shows run or simulation number and y-axis shows %α. Note
that %α values that are closer to the optimal bound (100 for %α) represent good solutions. Such a solution means that major portion of the total traffic is contained within the
VLAN groups which is the objective of our VLAN partitioning. Higher values for %α
means lower values for %β which is shown in figure 5(b), where %β for good solutions
are closer to zero (optimal bound for %β). From both figures we observe that Median,
Mode, and 20% TM as a measure for central tendency in traffic matrix perform worst
so we drop these three measures from our analysis. The result for the remaining three
measures i.e. Mean , 5%TM and DWM is further plotted in figure 6 to get a clear idea of
their performance with respect to each other. Figure 6 shows that for our problem, Mean
as a measure for central tendency in traffic matrix perform better than others. In figure
6 it can be clearly seen that most of the triangle shapes that represent %α for the Mean
measures lies higher than others in the graph. However we found that sometimes Mean
resulted in a poor %α values than the other two measures. An instance in the graph is
highlighted with circles that shows DWM yields higher %α than 5% TM and Mean. In
the figure 6 we also found that 5% TM perform comparatively better than DWM that
is shown by more plus signs laying higher in the graph than the small filled circles for
DWM. To summaries the conclusion of this experimentation, Mean as a measure for
central tendency in traffic matrix perform mostly better but some time gives equal or
worst result than 5% TM and DWM. The same is true for 5% TM where it gets the second position in performance but in some cases it gives poor result than DWM. The fact
suggest that given a different network scenario each time, no single measure for central
tendency in traffic matrix could result a best solution all the times. A better way is to
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apply all of the three measures and use best of the three results. With this approach the
idea is to apply strong component technique with the three measures on the traffic matrix and save the three outputs. Each measure may result in a solution that will be equal
to , better or worst in terms of %α or %β than the others two solutions. Then select the
solution that has the highest %α or lowest %β as a final result. With this extension the
time consumed for producing a final result is simply multiplied by three which is not
too much if we get a better result.
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Fig. 7. Mean Vs. Best of three mechanism

To further explain the usefulness of the best of three mechanism, we add another
experiment that compare the best of three approach to the single Mean as a measure. The
experiment contains 100 simulation runs each time with a different network scenario.
The result is plotted in figure 7. Again x-axis shows simulation run number and y-axis
shows percent inter-VLAN traffic i.e. %α for that run. In figure 7(a) a sign of plus over
diamond shows that both Mean and BestOfthree mechanism produces the same result.
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An empty diamond shows that Mean measure produce worst result than BestOfThree
mechanism. A number of empty diamond shapes in figure 7(a) shows that the solution
could be improved using the three measures i.e. Mean, 5%TM and DWM at the same
time. Figure 7(b) shows %β results for the same experimentation that also depict the
same fact.
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Experiments and Results discussion

This section discuss the comparison of the proposed technique for VLAN partitioning to
the state of art heuristics discussed in section 2. As discussed earlier we are considering
only those heuristics approaches where traffic information of network nodes are used
to identify their VLAN membership. These heuristics are Simple Set-based algorithm
(called SSAlgo in this paper), Esposito Partitioning Algorithm(PA) (called PAMarcelleo
in this paper), Peltsverger Algorithm and Sean Rooney Algorithm (called SRooney in
this paper). All of the comparative heuristics takes traffic matrix as input and identify
grouping of nodes corresponding to the traffic matrix.
The comparison is carried out on a machine with specification Intel Core(TM) i32310M CPU @2.10GHz. The experiment is repeated 50 times, each time with a different traffic matrix and number of nodes in the network. Three parameters %α , %β and
running time (RT) for each heuristics are calculated in every run. Figure 8(a) shows the
result for percent inter-VLAN traffic i.e. %α. X-axis of the graph shows run number
and Y-axis shows the %α value calculated for the VLAN topology produced by the respective algorithm. For the input traffic matrix, our proposed technique compute three
VLAN topologies using three measures for central tendency and select one with the
highest %α value. The solution with highest %α indicate efficient grouping of network
nodes into VLANs that localize much of the traffic produced. Figure 8(a) shows that
the proposed technique outperform others as shown by the red solid line which remains
almost high for all of the simulation runs.
Efficient traffic localization or higher values for %α imply that a small portion of
total traffic crosses the different VLANs boundaries. Figure 8(b) shows this portion of
traffic for each heuristic. VLAN grouping proposed by our Strong Component (SC)
based techniques with best of three mechanism minimize %β more than other heuristics shown by the lower RED solid line. The time consumed by each of the heuristics
for producing a VLAN topology for the input traffic matrix is shown in figure 9. Figure
9(a) shows running time in seconds on y-axis for the simulation run number shown on
x-axis. This figure describe the fact that the proposed technique consume slight more
execution time than others heuristics. The reason is that strong component technique
is used three times for producing a single result. But the figure also forward the fact
that the difference in execution time is only in magnitude of millisecond which is also
confirmed by the height of bar for average execution time in figure 9(b) for the 50 runs.
So producing an efficient VLAN grouping that maximizes intra-VLAN traffic and minimizes inter-VLAN traffic with a slight more running time in magnitude of millisecond,
confirm the usefulness of the proposed technique for the problem in consideration.

6

Conclusion

An efficient VLAN topology is always desirable when the basic purpose of VLANs implementation is traffic localization and broadcast containment. In this paper we present
a strong component based technique for identifying nodes grouping in the LAN prior to
VLANs implementation. Information about such node’s grouping allows network administrator in deciding a good VLAN topology that maximizes intra-VLAN traffic and
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minimizes inter-VLAN traffic. Such grouping information could also be used by clouds
energy conservation mechanisms to identify group of VMs communicating mostly with
each others and migrating them into closer physical premises. Strong component technique has already been used for identifying VLANs grouping on the basis of traffic
information but with a poor measure for traffic threshold. This paper discusses the use
of central tendency measures for finding a better value for traffic threshold to represent nodes association in terms of a graph. Six different measures i.e. Mean, Median,
Mode, 20% TM, 5% TM and DWM are cross compared to find one best suited for the
problem. The experimentation results show that only Mean, 5% TM and DWM produce
notable results when used with strong component technique which are further explored
to choose one as a best. Further experimentation suggest that no single measure of central tendency used with strong component technique is best suited for each and every
network scenario. A tradeoff between time and performance is adopted instead of using
a single measure. To calculate traffic threshold value, three measures i.e Mean, 5% TM
and DWM are used with strong component technique for identifying nodes grouping
according to the traffic information. The final solution selected is the best result among
the three, get from the application of strong component technique with each of the three
said measures. The proposed approach is compared with four other heuristics for the
same problem where it out perform others in terms of maximizing intra-VLAN and
minimizing inter-VLAN traffic with a slight more time consumption which is in magnitude of milliseconds. Comparison with state of the art suggest that strong component
technique with the three mentioned measures for calculating traffic threshold value, can
identify efficient VLANs grouping.
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